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ABSTRACT
This article argues that virtue takes on a particular color or tex-
ture in specific social contexts. In the case of the Filipino con-
text, the virtue of fortitude is Thomistic. Second, it will argue 
that it is necessary to engage in a social-ethical critique of social 
virtue, arguing that since the Philippine concept of fortitude 
lacks a crucial link with justice it can be considered deficient. 
The article is concerned with critiquing the form that virtue 
has assumed in the Philippines, as well as the abuse of ethical 
language in discussions of virtue. In Philippine society, the lan-
guage of virtue is used to promote resilience, but also passive 
suffering, and this paves the way for injustice to flourish. 
KEYWORDS: Filipino fortitude; resilience; passivity; injustice
My research began with the intuition that Filipinos are a people with 
much fortitude, following the contours and nuances of Aquinas’s fortitudo 
more closely than Aristotle’s andreia. For Aristotle, andreia is embodied by the 
Greek soldier, while for Aquinas, the paradigm for fortitude is the suffering 
and, ultimately, the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross. Aquinas names two 
chief acts in fortitude: sustinere and aggredi. The act of aggredi is the “daring” 
part of fortitude, similar to Aristotle’s andreia. It is the initiating, active part 
of fortitude, the part that advances, undertakes, begins, attacks.1 Sustinere is 
1 Roy J. Deferrari, Latin-English Dictionary of St. Thomas Aquinas (Boston: Pauline Books 
and Media, 1986). 
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the sustaining, enduring, bearing, suffering part of fortitude: “The principal 
act of fortitudo is endurance to stand immovable in the midst of danger 
rather than attack them.”2 In line with his paradigm shift to martyrdom, 
Aquinas names sustinere the principal act of fortitude.3 Aquinas’s insistence 
on endurance as the primary act is easily understood in light of the passion 
of Christ and the suffering endured by the early Christian martyrs.  
Filipinos feel a deep affinity with Christ’s suffering; they feel that Christ 
is with them in their own suffering. Some Filipinos will even have themselves 
crucified on Good Friday to experience Christ’s suffering. They take seriously 
Christ’s exhortation to anamnesis. This cultural affinity with Christ’s passion 
has influenced the kind of fortitude that Filipinos are disposed to develop.
This historically unique instantiation of fortitude in the Philippines raises 
important questions about the social nature of virtue and its relationship to 
culture, and poses a serious challenge to virtue ethics. Is it possible to accept 
Aristotle’s or Aquinas’s understanding of the virtues, even though Aristotle 
and Aquinas lived in very different religious and cultural contexts from 
our own? Does not a virtue like courage take on specific forms in different 
cultures? If so, is it possible to critique a particular cultural form of a virtue, 
such as Filipino fortitude? My sense is that, far from leading to a normativity-
free cultural relativity, the ethics of virtue has much to gain from a more 
intentional engagement with a specific social context. 
This article asserts that virtue takes on a particular color or texture in 
specific social contexts and argues this point in relation to the Filipino context: 
Philippine fortitude is distinctive and notable. Following a hermeneutic of 
suspicion of courage, it asserts that it is necessary to engage in a social-ethical 
critique of social virtue. There are deficiencies in the Philippine understanding 
and practice of fortitude; chief ly, it is often not linked to justice. In the 
Philippine context, the valorization of fortitude, when critically examined 
from this perspective, provides the basis for a social-ethical prescription 
of the need to link fortitude and justice in the life of the Filipino people. 
More generally, it can be seen that if virtue ethics is to generate sound social 
normative claims, its argument needs to be based not merely upon the classical 
tradition, but also on a socially, historically, and culturally aware analysis of 
the way virtues are fleshed out in particular contexts. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Thomas Aquinas, The Summa Theologica of St. Thomas Aquinas (Christian Classics, 1981), 
ST II.II.123.6, hereafter referred to as ST, with part, question, and article number following.
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FORTITUDE IN CONTEXT
A virtue like courage4 has wide social impact and is recognized and 
validated by a particular society as a virtue. Depending on the trials and 
difficulties besetting it, a community conceives of courage differently at 
different times. The values that the community deems worthy of one’s living 
and even dying for also affect how a virtue is conceived. William Spohn 
observes that “courage . . . was far more physical and martial in the Athens of 
Socrates than it is today, where the life of the polis does not depend on citizens 
holding the battle line against the enemy’s charge. The virtue of courage is 
recast in the Letter to the Ephesians as spiritual resistance to cosmic forces 
of evil.”5 
A more contemporary example of the contextualization of the virtue of 
fortitude is provided by Albert Borgmann. He writes that we need to ask 
“what circumstances today are most hostile to a Christian life and what 
moral skills does countering them require.”6 The answers to these questions 
clarify what fortitude means in context. Borgmann notes that particularly 
in first world countries, people are growing increasingly isolated, preferring 
technology to interpersonal relationships. Instead of joining a softball league 
or going to a local art exhibit, people often shy away from genuine engagement 
with others. They prefer instead to watch television, surf the internet, or play a 
video game. In that context, fortitude consists in one’s crossing from isolation 
out to the community. This is a step which people are finding increasingly 
difficult. People fear being exposed, making themselves vulnerable, opening 
themselves to ridicule and hurt; fortitude is needed for one to face of this fear 
and thus enable one to form and sustain interpersonal relationships.7 
4 “Courage” and “fortitude” are near synonyms in the English language and they refer to the 
same virtue. They are not two different virtues, but rather the same base virtue with two different 
connotations. Albert Borgmann expresses this subtle difference in connotation by saying, 
“Fortitude refers more to the mental and patient side of encountering dangers well, while courage 
has a greater affinity to the physical and daring side of confronting perils” (Albert Borgmann, 
“Everyday Fortitude,” Christian Century, November 14, 2001, 17).
5 William C. Spohn, Go and Do Likewise (Continuum International Publishing Group, 
2000), 33.
6 Albert Borgmann, “Everyday Fortitude,” 20.
7 Ibid.
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FILIPINO FORTITUDE
In the Philippines, fortitude has taken the form of resilience in the face of 
suffering. In his book, Pasyon and Revolution, Reynaldo Ileto writes that “the 
masses’ experience of Holy Week fundamentally shaped the style of peasant 
brotherhoods and uprisings during the Spanish and early American colonial 
periods.”8 He posits that the various Holy Week activities, particularly the 
reading, singing, and re-enactment of the passion of Jesus Christ (the pasyon), 
had two, contradictory functions in society.9 First, it was used by the Spanish 
friars to encourage subservience to Spanish rule by promoting the idea that 
suffering is a normal aspect of the Christian life so that the suffering peasants 
would be content with their difficult lives and instead passively await their 
reward in heaven. However, Ileto writes that it also functioned in a second way 
that was not at all intended by the friars. It provided the “lowland Philippine 
society with a language for articulating its own values, ideals, and even hopes 
of liberation.”10
Used by the Spanish missionaries as a method of evangelization, the 
pasyon is the story of Jesus Christ’s life, suffering, death, and resurrection 
recounted in verse. However, it is more than a simple retelling from the 
Gospels. Ileto writes that its popularity overflowed the temporal framework of 
Holy Week to enliven occasions as diverse as funerals or as part of courtship 
rituals: “the widespread use of the pasyon not only during Holy Week but 
also on other important times of the year insured that even the illiterate tao 
[person] was familiar with the general contours of the text.”11 Thus, singing 
or chanting of the pasyon became a part of the daily rural life and world view 
of the ordinary person
Ileto sees the pasyon as being the driving force and motivator behind 
peasant involvement in the minor uprisings and in the Philippine Revolution 
during the period of 1840–1910. Unlike their wealthy and educated ilustrado 
countrymen, the rural peasant masses were not fighting for the Western ideals 
of liberty and equality, but perhaps instead for their own, contextualized, 
sense of liberty and equality. Ileto’s interpretation is that they saw themselves 
as taking part in an age-old drama, the passion story of Jesus Christ. “The 
8 Reynaldo C. Ileto, Pasyon and Revolution: Popular Movements in the Philippines, 1840–
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history of the Filipino people was seen in terms of a lost Eden, the recovery 
of which demanded the people’s participation in the pasyon of Mother 
Country.”12  
Ileto uses the Filipino expression of damay to explain how the peasants 
related to the pasyon: “Damay, which today usually means sympathy and/
or condolence for another’s misfortune, has a much older meaning of 
‘participation in another’s work.’ The whole point of the singing of the pasyon 
is the evocation of damay with Christ; the text [of the pasyon] itself is filled 
with examples that suggest this mode of behavior: expressions of sorrow 
and compassion, tearful weeping, individuals helping Jesus carry his Cross, 
changing their state of loob [inner being] to lead a pure life and to follow 
Christ’s example.”13 
Loob is another Filipino word that requires closer examination. It 
encompasses a range of concepts having to do with interiority, such as 
“character,” “will,” and “soul.”14 It is often paired with lakas, or strength. 
Lakas ng loob is the Filipino equivalent of fortitude. Translations from one 
language to another encompass a range of meanings, particularly for phrases. 
The meanings of lakas ng loob range from “inner strength” to “strength of 
character” to “firmness of soul.”
In a recent nationwide study of characteristics most highly valued among 
Filipinos, Virgilio Enriquez found that lakas ng loob was among the top 
seven.15 Enriquez finds that “lakas ng loob is a key ingredient in the realization 
of pagbabagong-dangal, enabling one to face difficulty, even death, to vindicate 
the dangal (dignity/honor/good) in one’s being (de Mesa 1987). Lakas ng loob 
12 Ibid., 254.
13 Ibid., Pasyon and Revolution, 51–52. The translation of loob as “inner being” is partly 
my own and partly drawn from my understanding of loob in Pasyon and Revolution. It is a 
complex term with many nuances, not limited to how I have translated it here. Ramon Guillermo 
concludes that Ileto’s translation of loob through the layering of meaning in the text “leads to 
an unnecessary flattening of the massive complexity of discursive realities in the flux of actual 
usage” (“Translation as Argument: The Nontranslation of Loob in Ileto’s Pasyon and Revolution,” 
Philippine Studies 62, no. 1 [2014]: 22).
14 According to Dionisio M. Miranda, “loob as a synthetic concept is the individual’s unique 
interiority; as an analytical concept it is the unrepeatable complex of an individual’s awareness 
and thought, his emotions and sense for value, his personality and character” (Loob—The Filipino 
Within: A Preliminary Investigation into a Pre-Theological Moral Anthropology [Manila: Divine 
Word, 1989], 3).
15 Virgilio G. Enriquez, From Colonial to Liberation Psychology (Quezon City: University of 
the Philippines Press, 1992), 74.
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is a damdamin (internal feel/attribute/trait) necessary for actualizing the good 
not only in one’s self but also in one’s fellow man (kapwa), in one’s loob.”16 
This understanding corresponds to Ileto’s discussion of loob and the way 
in which it has influenced the value formation of Filipinos. Enriquez’s findings 
are consistent with a Thomistic definition of fortitude as a characteristic that 
allows one to endure and face difficulty, even death, to hold to the good. It 
is also a social definition, because inherent in it is the good of one’s kapwa, 
in the same manner that fortitude is inherently directed towards justice. 
The leaders of the peasants were particularly concerned that their followers 
strengthen their loob to remain steadfast and unwavering in their purpose. 
Their followers were frequently exhorted to resist temptations, withstand 
persecution, and “remain steadfast in the face of hardships”17 by strengthening 
their loob through prayer.18 
Ileto’s thesis in Pasyon and Revolution, that the pasyon provided both the 
ideological framework and the underpinning of the peasant involvement 
in the Revolution, supports the claim that Filipinos have an inclination to 
fortitude that springs from habituation. The two Filipino concepts that Ileto 
emphasizes, damay and loob, incline people to fortitude. More than simply an 
experience of suffering, in damay the common folk construe their suffering 
as participation in the passion of Jesus Christ. This experience of solidarity 
moves them to act in ways that imitate him. The Filipinos believed that to 
triumph as Christ did necessitates a transformation of their loob to one that 
is firm and able to withstand trials and temptations. Their emphasis on a 
steadfast loob correlates strongly with Aquinas’s insistence that the virtuous 
person develop fortitude or firmness of soul.   
Both concepts, damay and loob, find resonance in Aquinas’s description 
of fortitude. Aquinas’s model of fortitude was Christ in his passion enduring 
torture for the love of humanity. In damay the people participate in the 
passion of Christ, enduring suffering out of love for their fellow men and 
mother country. Aquinas’s virtue of fortitude is the habit that strengthens 
the soul to remain firm in the face of danger. Likewise, the leaders of the 
societies such as the Cofradia and the Katipunan, frequently urged their 
brothers to strengthen their loob so that they might remain firm in the face 
16 Ibid.
17 Ileto, Pasyon and Revolution, 39.
18 Ibid., 41.
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of the difficulties and dangers in their efforts to liberate the country. Loob is 
transformed through “the individual experience of the struggle.”19
Schumacher points out that Ileto overestimates the pasyon tradition.20 
He suggests that in many places the devotionaries and novenas were equally, 
if not more, widespread and influential than the pasyon.21 He believes that 
the novenas “may prove to have been of greater formative influence on folk-
consciousness than even the Pasyon among the Tagalogs, and to have supplied 
for the lack of an extensive pasyon tradition among other linguistic groups of 
Filipinos.”22 These devotions and novenas were found in every household, in 
every far flung town, in almost every language of the Philippines. In a manner 
similar to the propagation of the pasyon, “these novenas of European origin 
become transmuted into indigenous forms of popular prayer and religious 
thought.”23 As such, the novenas imbibed local concerns. The novenas carry 
many of the same themes as the pasyon, including the theme of fortitude. 
One example is from the Novena to San Diego de Alcala, originally 
published in 1823: Pagsisiyam sa maluwalhating poon San Diego de Alcala. 
Pintakasi sa bayan ng Tayabas, Tayabas. Inayos ng isang devoto niya.24
The first day of the Novena is a reflection on how humility “means to 
learn to love suffering.”25 On the seventh day, the reflection exhorts people 
to be unwavering in their faith: “Do not waver in the path of faith, the path 
to eternal life . . . . It is a difficult journey but the easier way leads only to 
eternal suffering. Reflect on this and draw strength in it so that in times of 
doubt and fear and difficulty, we will know that the way of the cross is the 
way of life.”26 For the ninth day, one reads: “Reflect on San Diego de Alcala’s 
endurance of suffering and pain, which became his means to peace. In the 
name of suffering our strength may fail and we dismay. With the grace of 
God, those who keep going will triumph if they do so in the name of the 
19 Ibid., 117.
20 John N. Schumacher, SJ,“Recent Perspective on the Revolution,” Philippine Studies 30, 




24 Pagsisiyam sa maluwalhating poon San Diego de Alcala. Pintakasi sa bayan ng Tayabas, 
Tayabas. Inayos ng isang devoto niya (Manila: s.n., 1823). The novena is deposited at the Rizal 
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Lord. . . . Those who are fortunate to be received in heaven are those who 
have suffered for the love of the Lord.”27
In this novena to San Diego de Alcala, emphasis is placed on developing 
a people able to withstand hardship. Through praying and ref lecting on 
this novena, readers become schooled in the endurance of suffering and are 
encouraged to develop inner strength to withstand the trials and difficulties of 
life. Above all, there is the sense that all suffering is referred to the suffering of 
Christ and his martyrdom, a thinking that coincides with Aquinas’s paradigm 
for fortitude. Endurance of suffering, resilience, and steadfastness in the 
face of trials and difficulties is characteristic of sustinere, the primary part of 
fortitude. 
Whether through the pasyon or through the novenas and devotionaries, 
Christian Filipinos were and are “schooled” in the characteristics of fortitude. 
A strong emphasis is placed on the strengthening of one’s loob, one’s inner 
self, so that one develops a steadfastness of spirit in the face of hardships. 
This emphasis exists alongside gentle exhortations for one to emulate Christ’s 
passion. The effect of these influences is that the people as a community 
become mentally conditioned to act in ways consistent with fortitude. 
The virtuousness of endurance and resilience, the characteristics that 
Aquinas distinguishes as the primary act of fortitude, is accepted by Filipino 
Christians. This social disposition to fortitude, however, is not the perfect 
virtue of fortitude but what Aquinas calls inchoate virtue, or the beginning 
of virtue.28 
FORTITUDE AND JUSTICE
From a Thomistic perspective, Filipino fortitude, described above,29 
cannot be called a perfect virtue. According to Aquinas, perfect virtue 
brings f lourishing. The fact, however, is that many Filipinos do not live 
27 Ibid., 38. 
28 ST, I.II.58.4.ad.3. 
29 Filipinos have an affinity for the Thomistic notion of fortitude. It is not that most Filipinos 
are Thomists, but they relate to Thomas’s emphasis on endurance and suffering more than to 
Aristotle’s description of courage, in many cases without even knowing that Thomas described 
fortitude in this way. Neither is this a claim that every single Filipino is blessed with fortitude. 
Rather, an investigation into Philippine history, as well as social and cultural mores, portrays a 
people who value characteristics of Thomistic fortitude and behave accordingly.
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flourishing lives. This is because in the Philippines, the virtue of fortitude is 
not necessarily directed towards justice, as it should be for Aquinas. 
Aquinas insists that fortitude’s adherence to justice is the most important 
factor in determining its status as a virtue. Fortitude is not simply the enduring 
of all injury, but the enduring of injury for a good cause, namely, justice. It is 
only praiseworthy insofar as it is directed to the good, such as justice, faith, 
and love of God. On this note, Aquinas writes, “In this way martyrdom, 
which consists in the due endurance of death, cannot be the most perfect of 
virtuous acts, because endurance of death is not praiseworthy in itself, but 
only in so far as it is directed to some good consisting in an act of virtue, 
such as faith or the love of God, so that this act of virtue being the end is 
better.”30 Throughout his treatise on fortitude, Thomas repeatedly emphasizes 
the necessary relationship between fortitude and justice: “A man does not 
expose his person to dangers of death except in order to safeguard justice.”31 
This strict adherence to justice is a crucial element in Aquinas’s conception 
of the virtue of fortitude. 
Josef Pieper notes that while physical injury fractures our physical 
integrity, we may choose to suffer it “as a means to preserve or to acquire a 
deeper, more essential intactness.”32 Stanley Hauerwas and Charles Pinches 
summarize Aquinas’s thought: “For Aquinas, the nobility of the cause in 
war must be judged independently of our allegiance to one of the parties; 
consequently, glamorous deaths in battle fighting for an unjust cause cannot 
be for him acts of courage. . . . Rather courage in battle is courage because 
in the face of great peril the soldier has persevered in doing what is just—
according to a justice now formed by charity.”33
Aquinas’s point has generated great debate among philosophers in the 
last century. Peter Geach sparked this debate with his question about the 
courageous Nazi.34 Could we call a Nazi soldier who faced death in battle 
and danger in carrying out his military duties, courageous?  The question 
remains relevant: Are bank robbers courageous? Are suicide bombers? In the 
face of death, these people did not cower or run away in fear. 
30 ST II.II.124.3
31 ST II.II.123.12.ad.3
32 Josef Pieper, The Four Cardinal Virtues: Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, Temperance (Notre 
Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), 119.
33 Stanley Hauerwas and Charles R. Pinches, Christians among the Virtues: Theological 
Conversations with Ancient and Modern Ethics (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1997), 163–64.
34 Peter Thomas Geach, The Virtues (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
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Yet Geach, using the tradition of Thomas Aquinas, insists that the Nazi 
soldier, and by extension the bank robber and the suicide bomber, cannot be 
called courageous. Courage is a virtue and, as such, is necessarily directed 
towards the good: “It is not the death but the cause that makes the martyr. It 
was not martyrdom when young ‘idealistic’ Germans were killed in the early 
days of the Nazi movement. . . . There can be no virtue in courage . . . if the 
cause for which this is done is worthless or positively vicious.”35 Because the 
object of the act is evil and unjust, the Nazi cannot be said to have courage. 
As Augustine says in Against Gaudentius, “Not the injury, but the cause makes 
martyrs” (martyres veros non facit poena sed causa).
Aquinas insists that moral virtues make their possessor good. This effect 
is the difference between intellectual and moral virtues. Art is an intellectual 
virtue that “falls short of being a perfect virtue, because it does not make 
its possessor use it well.”36 One could be an excellent pianist and a thief at 
the same time. On the other hand, moral virtue perfects the appetite, thus 
rendering its possessor good. One could not be just and a thief at the same 
time; being just and being a thief are mutually exclusive dispositions.
Aquinas inextricably links the moral virtues to justice. A just person is 
someone who is rightly ordered and inclined to do good. Thus, fortitude’s 
raison d’ être is the preservation of justice. Justice is more important even than 
our own lives. Aquinas writes: “Fortitude strengthens the soul in human 
justice, for which it withstands the dangers of death.”37 Praise of fortitude is 
contingent on its ability to adhere to what is just, what is good, and what is 
due to others, over and above our own self-interests: “A man does not expose 
his person to dangers of death except in order to safeguard justice: wherefore 
the praise awarded to fortitude depends somewhat on justice.”38 
Filipinos have an inclination to fortitudinous behavior, and there are 
times when Filipino fortitude is properly ordered towards justice. Most 
notable examples are the 1896 rebellion where we won their freedom from the 
oppressive Spaniards, and the 1986 EDSA People Power event where Filipinos 
ousted a tyrannical dictator. Filipinos accomplished these acts by standing 
firm and persevering in a fight for justice and the common good of all.  
However, there are many times when Filipinos display a disregard for 
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institutions. In these instances, the lack of justice prevents the perfection of 
the social inclination to fortitude. 
In their book, Pork and other Perks, Coronel and Balagos compare the 
corruption and injustice in Philippine government to a cancer that has 
metastasized because corruption is endemic and has become a way of life.39 
Their report shows that members of the Senate and Congress pocket “massive” 
amounts of money from infrastructure projects to “ghost deliveries.”40 
Another investigative report, by Yvonne T. Chua, reveals f lagrant 
corruption in the Department of Education, Culture and Sports (DECS). 
Chua documents a range of corrupt activities from to the lowest to the highest 
levels of the state organization. She remarks, “Indeed, corruption has been 
institutionalized in the DECS because ‘payoffs have become the lubricant 
that make bureaucracy run smoothly.’”41 
Just as Christian Filipinos are conditioned to be inclined to Thomistic 
fortitude, they are also inclined to an acceptance of corruption and injustice, 
especially when a corrupt way of life and coercive societal forces are widely 
pervasive. Even people who are not initially corrupt eventually become unjust 
because they see no alternative.42 Such is perhaps the very nature of social sin.
The complexity and persistence of these corrupt systems point to another 
reality. While many Filipinos are not themselves unjust, they have been in 
the habit of enduring and tolerating injustice. Filipino societal fortitude has 
acquired a very passive quality that often endures injustice and lacks the 
initiative to take action against it.43 
39 Sheila S. Coronel and Cecile C. A. Balgos, Pork and Other Perks: Corruption and 
Governance in the Philippines (Pasig City: Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism, 1998), 
11. Newer books on corruption in Philippine government and media include Edna E. A. Co, 
Millard O. Lim, Maria Elissa Jayme-Lao, Lilibeth Jovita Juan, Minimizing Corruption: Philippine 
Democracy Assessment (Quezon City: Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2007); and Committee for the 
Evangelization of Culture, Philippine Province of the Society of Jesus, Cross-Sectoral Study of 
Corruption (Naga: Ateneo de Naga, 2002).
40 Coronel and Balgos, Pork and Perks, 14.
41 Yvonne T. Chua, Robbed: An Investigation of Corruption in Philippine Education (Quezon 
City: Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism, 1999), 3.
42 See Cross-Sectoral Study of Corruption in the Philippines.
43 I discuss this in greater detail and propose a corrective in my dissertation, “Filipino 
Fortitude: Towards a Contextual, yet Critical Social Virtue Ethics” (Boston College, 2015).
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CRITIQUE OF FILIPINO FORTITUDE
The most common and effective way of communicating and teaching the 
virtues is through stories. Not only do stories show the actions that constitute 
that virtue, but also they portray the context-specific nuances of a virtue. 
William Spohn writes that 
Virtues are internally shaped by cultural stories that indicate how to be fair, 
honest, or chaste. Virtues take on different forms from culture to culture 
because they are backed by different paradigmatic stories. . . . 
. . . Paradigms exercise a normative role through the analogical imagination, 
which seeks to act in novel circumstances in ways that are faithful to the 
original pattern.44
Because virtues are able to be conveyed subtly, through stories, stories 
are ideally suited to being used for political means. Hauerwas reminds us 
that “too often politics is treated solely as a matter of power, interests, or 
technique. We thus forget that the most basic task of any polity is to offer 
its people a sense of participation in an adventure. For finally what we seek 
is not power, or security, or equality, or even dignity, but a sense of worth 
gained from participation and contribution to a common adventure. Indeed 
our ‘dignity’ derives exactly from our sense of having played a part in such a 
story.”45 Many political leaders or parties maintain their power because they 
propagate a compelling myth that resonates with their citizens, allowing them 
to take part in a story. 
We find an excellent example of this pattern in the spread of fascism in 
Italy. Historian Tracy Koon contends that the success of Benito Mussolini’s 
leadership lay not in his political acumen but in his understanding of the hopes 
and fears of his people and his ability to “manufacture and communicate 
myths and slogans that captured the popular imagination.”46 Mussolini’s 
government made use of the most effective tools for communication and 
dissemination of propaganda, the media and the educational system. The 
Mussolini government used the media to tell stories that portrayed the 
44 Spohn, Go and Do Likewise, 31–32.
45 Stanley Hauerwas, A Community of Character: Toward a Constructive Christian Social 
Ethic (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1981), 13.
46 Tracy H. Koon, Believe, Obey, Fight: Political Socialization of Youth in Fascist Italy, 1922–
1943 (UNC Press Books, 1985), 3.
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fascist virtues of loyalty and obedience that they wanted the Italian people 
to internalize.47 
Mussolini and his government used the language of virtue to establish an 
order that allowed grave abuses of power and human rights violations. Koon 
describes their propaganda as advocating the virtues of a religious warrior, 
using terms such courage, discipline, obedience, self-sacrifice, and martyrdom. 
Political machinery created a myth that “portrayed Fascist Italy as a new army 
on the march in the service of a rejuvenated nation,”48 where discipline and 
obedience were the most important virtues a citizen could possess.49 
Virtue language has a long history of being used to subtly control 
the behavior a society. The myth of imminent moral decay in society is a 
commonly used political tool in the United States. In the “The Corrosive 
Politics of Virtue,” James Morone writes that the language of virtue has been, 
and continues to be, used by influential people who give speeches and write 
books about the rise of crime, drugs, violence, and promiscuity in society 
in order to play on the fears of its citizens, segregating the populace into a 
virtuous “us” against a vicious “other.” Aside from being divisive, this type 
of moralizing impedes one’s addressing the roots of the problems in society.50 
Virtue language is used to incite ordinary citizens into calling for stricter rules 
or stricter implementation of laws in order to protect themselves and their 
loved ones. In this narrative, care for the marginalized and social justice are 
left to fall by the wayside. 
A suspicion of the virtues exalted by a society is a recurrent theme in 
philosopher Amelie O. Rorty’s work. One of her primary arguments against 
courage is that it tends to be overly valued and praised in societies. She cautions 
people over the uncritical acceptance of virtues, claiming that societies tend to 
praise traits that are beneficial to the society as a whole, or to those in power, 
as virtues; regardless of whether these traits are good for the development and 
flourishing of the individual or his or her immediate community: 
Character traits are classified as virtues whenever they are admired or thought 
beneficial, even though they sometimes conflict with one another and often fail 
to secure individual thriving. There is considerable social pressure to acquire and 




50 James Morone, “The Corrosive Politics of Virtue,” American Prospect, December 19, 2001, 
http://prospect.org/article/corrosive-politics-virtue. 
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to serve social welfare, especially when doing so appears to involve some cost 
to oneself. A culture can of course be mistaken about the traits that serve its 
thriving, failing to identify characteristics that are central to social welfare and 
admiring those that damage it.51
Rorty’s argument provides a hermeneutic of suspicion against the patient and 
resilient fortitude of the Philippines. 
An article by Jean Encinas-Franco, “Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) as 
Heroes: Discursive Origins of the ‘Bagong Bayani’ in the era of Labor Export” 
employs a hermeneutic of suspicion.52 Many Filipinos leave family and country 
in order to work overseas, as a way to better support their families. Their 
financial remittances to their families are essential to the economic growth 
of the Philippines; thus, this practice is encouraged by the state through the 
creation of government agencies that facilitate the export of Philippine labor.53 
However, the Philippine government is often unable to protect their overseas 
workers who are vulnerable to abuse, as their status as foreign workers gives 
them little protection in other countries. OFWs sacrifice time spent with their 
family and loved ones in order to better provide for them. They often endure 
hardship and sometimes emotional and physical abuse from their employers. 
It is their sacrifice and patient endurance of suffering that earn them the label 
“bagong bayani” (modern-day hero). 
Drawing a genealogy of the Filipino concept of heroism, Encinas-Franco 
explains that suffering and sacrifice are intrinsically tied to the Filipino 
concept of heroism. The OFW experience is seen in terms of sacrifice, the 
latest in the line reaching back to Rizal and Christ: “Indeed, the bagong 
bayani is a representation that has cultural, historical, and religious frames, 
making it a potent imaginary for OFWs and their role in the national and 
global economy.”54
 Encinas-Franco is critical of this heroic label, arguing that the term 
“bagong bayani” legitimizes and normalizes the risks of migrating for work 
abroad and downplays the huge role of the state in labor export promotion. 
It also de-emphasizes why Filipinos have to look abroad for work in the first 
51 Amelie O. Rorty, “Virtues and Their Vicissitudes,” Midwest Studies in Philosophy 13, no. 
1 (2008): 136.
52 Jean Encinas-Franco, “Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) as Heroes: Discursive Origins 
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place.”55 Labelling OFWs “bagong bayani” calls attention to their heroic 
sacrifice and masks the conditions of poverty and injustice in their home 
country that drove them to find work abroad in countries where they become 
vulnerable to abuse. 
The discourse of “bagong bayani” is exactly the kind of ideal that Rorty 
cautions against. It is clearly beneficial to the economy of the country, and 
is thus praised by the state and society at large. However, it is not necessarily 
virtuous because it often does not lead to flourishing for the individual working 
abroad or for the family left behind. They may be better off materially, but 
there are social costs, such as the time they lose with their families and their 
children’s emotional and psychological well-being.56
Rorty is concerned with such abuse of virtue language, where a semblance 
of a virtue is exalted. Courage, in particular, receives much public acclaim 
and honor, and is thus more easily susceptible to misuse. Craig Steven Titus 
notes a natural abuse of patience in Christian societies.57 
In the Philippines, it is resilience, an aspect of fortitude, that is 
emphasized. The situation is probably due to the number of natural disasters 
that plague the country and that affect the poorest inhabitants. Cultivating 
a hermeneutic of suspicion of Philippine resilience leads one to ask whether 
Philippine resilience upholds justice or injustice. As noted earlier, if virtues, 
on their own, are not orientated towards justice, then they are not necessarily 
good qualities. 
In November of 2013, typhoon Yolanda, code name Haiyan, became the 
strongest storm in recorded history to ever hit land. It devastated portions 
of the Philippines. In its wake, “Philippine resilience” garnered much 
international praise, making the questions raised by Rorty’s hermeneutic 
of suspicion particularly relevant. Heads of foreign organizations, foreign 
newspapers, and journalists praised Filipino resilience. Katherine Donovan, 
55 Ibid., 57.
56 “On the level of psychological and emotional well-being, children of migrants revealed 
that they were less socially adjusted. Children with the mother abroad tend to be more angry, 
confused, apathetic and more afraid than other children” (Melanie M. Reyes, “Migration and 
Filipino Children Left Behind [working paper, United Nation’s Children’s Fund, 2008], 10, 
http://www.unicef.org/philippines/Synthesis_StudyJuly12008.pdf). 
57 “Christian conceptions of patience and suffering must face challenges that arise from 
certain resilience and psychosocial research, for example, challenges that involve whether 
Christian patience creates vulnerable individuals and passive communities, who are willing to 
suffer wrong rather than correct it” (Resilience and the Virtue of Fortitude: Aquinas in Dialogue with 
the Psychosocial Sciences [Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2006], 349).
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UNICEF spokesperson, said, “The people of the Philippines have shown 
the world what it looks like to be tough as nails, sweet as honey, with more 
bounce than a pail full of ping-pong balls. With that kind of resilience, it’s 
only a matter of time before things are better.”58 On November 15, during a 
broadcast of AC360, Anderson Cooper paid tribute to Filipinos: 
The Filipino people, the people of Tacloban, and Samar and Cebu and all 
these places where so many have died—they’re strong not just to survive the 
storm; but they are strong to have survived the aftermath of the storm. Can you 
imagine the strength it takes to be living in shock, to be living, sleeping on the 
streets next to the body of your dead children? Can you imagine that strength? 
I can’t. And I’ve seen that strength day in and day out here in the Philippines. 
And we honor them with every broadcast that we do.59
BBC reporter Andrew Harding remarked on the “phenomenal resilience” 
of the Filipino people: “This place was cut off for so long it’s not surprising 
things got pretty tense, pretty desperate here. There’s been a lot of looting and 
it’s still a state of emergency. And yet, what’s really striking about this town 
is how quickly the community has come together again and started to get 
things done. People may not have insurance here, but they have phenomenal 
resilience.”60 
In an impassioned plea reminiscent of recent papal encyclicals at the 
United Nations’ Climate Change Conference, just a few days after Typhoon 
Yolanda swept through the Philippines, Philippine delegate Yeb Saño 
challenged the use of the term “natural disasters.” He suggested that climate 
change and the storms that ravage the Philippine islands every year are a result 
of human greed and are not merely the convergence of natural phenomena 
beyond the responsibility of society. The damage on the poor is a result of 
“decades of maldevelopment,” which he connected to the “pursuit of so-
called economic growth and unsustainable consumption that [had] altered 
58 Sunshine Lichauco de Leon, “Resilient Filipinos Still Struggle a Month after Typhoon,” 
USA Today, December 8, 2013, sec. News Special, http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/
world/2013/12/08/typhoon-haiyan-one-month-anniversary/3901753/.
59 Julliane Love de Jesus, “Anderson Cooper: We Honor Filipinos’ Strength,” Inquirer.net, 
November 15, sec. global nation, http://globalnation.inquirer.net/91105/anderson-cooper-we-
honor-filipinos-strength.
60 Luigene Yanoria, “International Media Laud Filipino Resilience amid ‘Worst Disaster’ 
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the climate system.”61 In so doing, he did not advocate passive resilience but 
a change in global spending habits. 
Columnist Diane Desierto drives the point closer to home. Whereas Saño 
was speaking to an international community in the hopes of changing global 
spending habits, Desierto placed the blame, the lack of preparedness for the 
natural disaster, squarely on the Philippine government.62 She pointed out how 
the public funds that were lost to corruption could have been used to build 
an early storm warning system, relocate people away from areas frequented 
by the storm path, and fund disaster relief operations, evacuation centers, and 
humanitarian assistance. The funds could also have been used to reconstruct 
the villages that were devastated, and schools and houses could have been 
built using sturdier materials. 
Unfortunately for the Filipino people, “corruption has made accessing 
those technologies lost opportunity costs.”63 Not confining her lament on the 
lost public funds to loss of aid and relief for the victims of natural disasters 
year after year, she maintained that many more of the country’s problems 
could be addressed if only funds were utilized properly. For example, they 
could be invested in improving education and health care systems and even 
in job creation that could keep the young and talented work force in the 
country. The reality, however, is that the “cycle of loss, adversity, and building” 
continues: “Everyone will again note our typical ‘Philippine resilience and 
faith’ in how we deal with this every year.”64
Both Saño and Desierto take Filipino resilience as suspect. It is a virtue 
that society praises but that maintains an unjust status quo. On the one hand, 
resilience is a virtue; the capacity to endure tremendous hardship without 
bending and breaking. The capacity to pick up the pieces of one’s life, when 
one has, like the biblical Job, lost everything, is a remarkable human capacity. 
On the other hand, perhaps Filipinos are too resilient, too passive and too 
uncomplaining. Rather than allocating resources to build early warning 
systems, to build sturdy evacuation centers, or to remove dead bodies from 
61 Yeb Sano, “It’s Time to Stop This Madness,” Climate Home, November 13, 2013, 
http://www.rtcc.org/2013/11/11/its-time-to-stop-this-madness-philippines-plea-at-un-climate-
talks/#sthash.TVUin6cZ.dpuf.
62 Diane A. Desierto, “Corruption, Climate, and Congress: Preying on Philippine Resilience 
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the street, as Desierto suggested, the people are content praising Filipino 
strength and resilience. Resilience in this context has become unhinged from 
the cardinal virtues, justice in particular. Rather than supporting justice, 
Filipino resilience tolerates and masks rampant injustice. Therefore, it cannot 
be considered a virtue at all.
For example, while many Filipinos went hungry in the aftermath 
of Yolanda, food was rotting in the Department of Social Welfare and 
Development (DSWD) warehouses. An outcry was raised after DSWD 
personnel were discovered burying sacks of rotten rice that should have 
been distributed to Yolanda victims. Dinky Soliman, head of DSWD, who 
was put in charge of the Yolanda relief efforts, admitted to negligence in 
her department.65
CONCLUSION
The lack of justice has affected the form of Filipino fortitude, hindering 
it from becoming a perfect virtue. Fortitude is intrinsically ordered towards 
justice. Thus, fortitude in an unjust society remains an imperfect virtue 
because it functions to maintain corruption and an unjust sociopolitical 
system. Whereas courage in Athens meant fighting and dying for the polis, 
and fortitude for Thomas Aquinas in the Middle Ages meant being willing 
to be persecuted and die for your beliefs, fortitude in present-day Philippines 
should be shaped to lead people to fight the corruption and injustice that is 
endemic to most sectors of government and society. 
A constructive recuperation of fortitude in the Philippine context would 
include, not just the basic commitment to justice, but a long-term fortitude 
of resistance of the many forms of injustice. It would also resist succumbing 
to passive tolerance of injustice. Rather, it would initiate and sustain the 
energy for setting new, just standards and initiating reform. Fortitude needs 
to be more than the immediate reaction to injustice; it needs to be the virtue 
that follows through with the reforms that maintain justice and leads to 
flourishing for all. 
65 Christine F. Herrera, Ronald O. Reyes, and Macon Ramos-Araneta, “Dinky Admits 
DSWD Failed to Distribute Aid Properly,” Manila Standard Today, December 4, 2015, online 
edition, sec. News, http://manilastandardtoday.com/news/-main-stories/top-stories/193541/
dinky-admits-dswd-failed-to-distribute-aid-properly.html.
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